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Enabling Technologies Corp recognized as Winner for 2018 Microsoft US Modern Workplace - Intelligent
Communication Partner of the Year Award
This is Enabling Technologies 8th time in the Winner’s circle for Intelligent Communications and Collaboration.
Enabling Microsoft Awards over the last 9 years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Unified Communications Partner of the Year Winner in 2009
Microsoft Unified Communications Partner of the Year Winner in 2010
Microsoft Messaging Partner of the Year Finalist in 2009
Microsoft Messaging Partner of the Year Finalist in 2010
Microsoft East Region Overall Partner of the Year Winner – All Categories 2010
Microsoft Communications Partner of the Year Finalist in 2012
Microsoft Communications Partner of the Year Winner in 2015
Microsoft US Modern Workplace - Intelligent Communications Partner of the Year Winner in 2018

Estero, FL July 10, 2017 -- Enabling Technologies Corp. today announced it has won the 2018 Microsoft US Modern
Workplace - Intelligent Communications Partner of the Year Award. The company was honored among a US field of top
Microsoft partners for demonstrating excellence in innovation and implementation of customer solutions based on
Microsoft technology.
“We are honored to be a Microsoft Modern Workplace - Intelligent Communications WINNER in 2018! This is Enabling’s
4th time in the winner’s circle and our team of engineers and project managers consistently develop new and innovative
ways to integrate Intelligent Communications and Collaboration for enabling the digital workplace with Office 365” said
Bill Vollerthum, President Enabling Technologies Corp.
Awards were presented in several categories, with winners chosen from a set of more than 2,300 entrants from across
the United States. Enabling was recognized for providing outstanding solutions and services in Intelligent
Communications and Collaboration. For the award, Enabling was able to demonstrate expertise in the Communications
Evolution over the past year, assisting client all along the adoption continuum from Skype for Business and Security
within Office 365 to Microsoft Teams. Enabling has also provided Change Management to various clients to assist in
getting enthusiastic adoption of Microsoft Teams. To make the jump to Intelligent Communications, Enabling
Technologies regularly pilots new integrations such as our Marketing Teams to Planner workflow which automatically
populates Planner with routine marketing tasks by just clicking a tab in Teams and creating a name of the event. With a
little imagination many boring tasks can be automated through Intelligent Communications in Teams.

About Enabling Technologies: Enabling Technologies is the leading Systems integrator of Microsoft Office 365 solutions.
Enabling has 26 years of messaging and real-time communications experience and over 1600 deployments of Microsoft
Skype for Business/Lync, Microsoft Security, Azure and Office 365. Enabling’s tried-and-true processes have helped
customers minimize risk, maximize existing investments, and optimize the end-user Intelligent Communications
experience. Enabling takes an all-inclusive approach to projects, mastering the technical components while also
optimizing the people and process side to technology rollouts. We specialize in secure Cloud solutions including Office
365 and Azure AD, Multifactor Authentication, Intune, Azure Information Protection, Cloud App Security, and Azure
Security Center. Having Enabling design, implement, and proactively monitor your Office 365 and Skype for Business
systems is the first step to changing the way your workforce thinks about communications, for the better. Enabling
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Technologies’ staff is comprised of seasoned, certified IT professionals who work with a range of next-generation
technologies and can recommend and implement the “right solution” for our customers. As validation, Enabling
Technologies, a four-time Winner of the Microsoft Partner of the Year award, has provided professional services and
solutions to organizations of various sizes from such diverse industries as government, legal, financial, pharmaceutical,
manufacturing and medical.
For additional information: Elle DiCasparro - 443.625.5112 edicasparro@enablingtechcorp.com

